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SUBMAE 

A detailed account is @ven of the investigations 
p" 

rfma in the 
RA.E. No.18 &" x Y", continuous flow, variable density Supersonic Wind 
Tunnel prior to an extensive dxbratmn of the tunnel. The variables 
which have an important effect on the behw.6~ of the flow are discussed, 
andprelkinaIy experiments to determine them signrficanoe are desoribed. 
The results of the investigations serve to define the course of the canplete 
calibration, and may praride a useful guide to future calibrations of 
similar supersonic tunnels. The calibration programne is outlined: 
Part II vplll deal with tests at atiospherlc stagnation pressure, and 
further tests at various stagnation pressures are proposed. 

Note (August 1953) -. 
Since the accounts of Ahe calibration contained in Parts I and II 

%re written (Part I - Deoanber 1951; Part II -March 1952), the tunnel 
equipnt, has been greatly improved end its limitations are no longer 
as severe as those describd here; the imp- nts do not invalidate 
the present results, but no further detailed. dibretionwnts 
have been made. 
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1 Introduotlon 

The aims of the calibration of the R.A.E. No.18 (9" x 9") SupersOnic 
Wind Tunnel are to establish criteria for ensuring repeatability of 
results to vnthin a stated accuracy under the same basic conditions, 
and to provide accurate illustrations of the flow in the empty working 
section, for the full ranges of nominal Mach number and Reynolds number, 
giving explanations of the results wherever possible. Though much of 
the work will be peculiar to this particular tunnel, information relevant 
to the operation and performance of all supersonic wind tunnels of sllnilar 
type should be obtained. 

The flow in the empty working section will be expressed in the form 
of the Mach number distributions in several longitudinal traverses spaced 
across the working section to give an adequate representation of the 
behaviour of the flow. No measurements of flwf direction are contemplated 
at present. 

The accuracy of a calibration determines the limitmg accuracy of 
tests performed in the tunnel, and ths calibration requires a close 
scrutiny of all the factors which may affect the results. Since there 
are many such faotors, preliminary experiments must bo made to disowcr 
their significance. This report describes the investigations which ha.~e 
been made (up to September 1951) in developing the technique for obtaaning 
the highest accu%acy wcth the present equipment, 

In Section 2, the tunnel end equipment are briefly described. In 
Section 3, the factors which are hovm to influence the behaviour and 
measurement of the flow in the empty working section are discussed, and 
preliminary experiments tich have been made to investigate the effects 
of these factors are described. A summary of the important features of 
the preliminary investigations and the suggested progrnmme for an 
extensive calibration are mcluded in the Conclusion; an initial reading 
of the Conclusion would help as a guide to the scope of the main text. 

, 
2 Description of tunnel and equipment 

2.1 Tunnel 

The R.A.E. No.18 (9" x 9") Supersonic Wind Tunnel is a continuous 
flow, closed circuit, variable density tunnel with a 9" square working 
section, Sounded by parallel side vmlls, a flat top wall and one skaped 
1mer. The tunnel is po-werod by a 1000 k.w. D.C. motor driving a two- 
stage cen_trlfugal compressor. Liners are available to give nominal Mach 
numbers M -of 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.8, 1.9 and 2.00, though use of the 
tunnel at M = 1.3 is restricted by the snail model area required to 
produce choh-ng, and compressor limitations may prevent the establishment 
of flow at M I 2.0 . The Reynolds number Re in the working section, 
which may be expressed in terms of h;r and the stagnation pressure and 
temperature in the reservoir, 
per inch. 

has a range of-roughly 0.1 to 0.7 millions 
The nominal stagnation pressure p. may bc varied between 

about 5” and 45” of mercury absolute, 
ture To 

and the nominal stagnation tunpera- 
is usually controll+ between 15'C and l+5'C. It is possible to 

attain an absolute humidzty R of 0.0001 lb water per lb air at atmos- 
pheric stagcation pressure, corresponding to a dew-point of about -4.0°C. 

_Consideration is being given' to the desi@ of a liner to give 
M = 1.7. 
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The control of the above parameters may be outlined as follows. 
c is determined by the choice of shaped liner. 
balancing the effect of two pumps, 

p, is adjusted by 
used either as exhausters or com- 

pressors, @th the leak into or out of the tunnel through rcylator 
valves. To is oontrollcd by varying the flow of cooling-water through 
a battery of tubes installed upstresm of the reservoir. n is maintained 
as low as possible by evacuating the tunnel of Wet air and introducing 
fresh air through two silica gel driers; then, to complete the drying and 
to counteract the effect of leaks into the tunnel during operation, a 
proportion of the air is continuously by-passed through the driers, whioh 
require pcriodio reactivation. 

tion. 
Sohlieren and shadowgraph systems are available for flow observa- 

The tunnel circuit and wDrlung sectlion are shown diagrmatioally 
in Figs.1 and 2. 

2.2 Pressure traversing gear 

2.21 Pitot shower 

The instnrment used in measuring the pressures throughout the 
Working se&Ion is a pitot* shower, consisting of nine tubes placed 
synnnetrically along the sides and at the centre of a square of side 6" 
(see Figs. 3 and 4). Thus, a single longitudinal traverse provides 
representative distributions of the pitot pressure throughout the working 
section. The pitot shower is detachable frcm the traversing gear. The 
reference numbers of the tubes are shovjn in Fig.3. It IS possible to 
traverse in intervals of any desired SUE over a length of 9" in a single 
traverse, anal by mounting the gear in the tunnel in two positions 9" apart 
a total length of 18" of the working sectIon may be investigated. The 
scheme of the prcssurc traverses is shown dingcsnmatically in Fig.5. 

In the original pitot shower the central (No.5) tube Was made $' 
longer than the others to prevent the pressure measured by it from being 
influenoed by the disturbance from the central conlcal support. Thus the 
No.5 tube recorded the pressure $' upstream of the outer tubes. For the 
actual calibration, the shovfer has been redesigned so that all pressures 
arc measured in the same plane. 

The pitot tubes are made frcm 2 m.m. wcdennic tubing sawn off 
perpendicular to the axis, the external diameter being 0.078" and the 
internal diameter being 0.058". (Check tests shoWed that the readings 
of this tubing, tiich has an internal to external diameter ratio of z, 
were identical pnth the readings of 2 m.m. hypodermic tubing with an 
internal to external diameter ratio of $, v&d-~ 1s the usual criterion). 
Ths pressure holes arc I" ahead of the supports. 

2.22 Micrometer pito-, tube 

An instrument which &as been used for measurements m the boundary 
layer on the side wall in the working section is the micrcmeter pitot 
tube. This consists of a pltot tube constructed from a length of 1 m.m. 
hypodermic tubing, with a head flaztened to an external width of 0.017" 
and internal width of O.OOg", which IS supported inside a double wedge of 

+ Originally a static shovier was also designed, but 9 analysis of 
the relative merits of pitot and static ktbes for 1.4< MC 1.9 (@ven in 
full in Section 3.3) shoWed that pir;ot tubes Were to be preferred; since 
no measurements have been made with a static shower, descriptions of it 
till be emitted to avoid oonfusion. 
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sem-angle IO-$' (see Fig.@. The micrometer pitot tube is mounted 
eccentrically in a movable circular -ml1 plate, containing suitably 
placed static holes of O.O2L+" diameter, SO that, by rotating the plate 
and pitot tube, pressures travcrscs a t 
Fig.7). 

sovcral points may be made (see 
It may be projected in steps of the order of O.OOl", and has 

now been extended to have ?I total traversing length of 9" so that it 
can reach to the opposite side wall. The instrument may therefore bc 
used for measurements in the boundary layer on the near wall, When 
projecting from the wall, and in the boundary layer on the far ~~11, 
when projecting from the free-stream, or for free-stream measurements. 

2.3 Manometers and arrangements for pressure measurement 

2.31 Manometers 

The present equipment for pressure measurement consists of:- two 
recently calibrated U-tube mercury-in-glass barometers, reading absolute 
pressure from 0 to 50" to an estimated accuracy of +0.02" of mercury; 
two banks of ten mercury manometers each, reading Sfferenccs of pressure 
from a specified standard to within 20.03" of mercury; one bank of ten 
water manometers reading differences of pressure from a specified standard 
to wlthu 20.05" of Water; one U;tube water manometer measuring pressure 
difference to Within ~0.05" of -#ater; six IJ-tube mercury manometers, 
reading pressure differences to within +0.02" of mercury. 

2.32 Pressure measurement with pitot shower 

In using the pitot sharer, the various pressures are measured as 
indicated in Fig.& If p, denotes the stagnation pressure, and p' , 

th On 
n=l ,.....V, denotes the pressure of the n 
pd 

pitot tube, then p, and 

5 
are measured on the U-tube mercury barometers, and pi , n = 1.4, 

n 
6 . . . . . . . 9, are balanced against pi on the bank of water mancmeters. 

5 
The estimated measuring errors are ~0.02" of mercury in p, and pk , 

5 
and. +0.05" of water in (1,' - p' ). 

R O5 

2.33 Pressure measurement with micrometer pitot tube 

In using the micrometer pitot tube, the stagnation pressure and 
pitot pressure arc measured on the U-tube mercury barometers, and the 
static pressure at the wall, assumed constant through the boundary layer, 
is measured on a mercury manometer balanced against atmospheric pressure. 
No errors have been estimated of the results to be quoted from some rough 
tests made Tath the micrometer prtot tube. 

3 Discussion of important factors and preliminary experiments 

We have stated the aims of the calibration to consist of the estab- 
lishment of criteria for obtaining result s which msy be repeated to within 
a specified accuracy under the same basic conditions, and the produotion 
of detailedNach number distnbutlons throughout the empty working section, 
with explanations of the results wherever possible. A preliminary dis- 
cussion may therefore be divided into three parts*: an investigation of 
how much explanation it is sensible to attempt, by considering some of 

+ The sequence of the prclimlnary investigations was not as outlined 
here, but this methodical presentation seems to have advantages over a 
&ronologica-l list of experiments. 
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the souroes of the disturbances which contribute to ths non-uniformity 
of the flow in the working section of this particular tunnel, in fact 
a tentative determination of the upper limit of the acouraoy of the 
calibration; an examination of the basic variables in aw test performed 
in the tunnel and the cstablishmcnt of their critical values to ensure 
the repeatability of the results of any test which is carried out with 
sufficient oare; a discussion of tne details involved in produoing 
comprehensive kiach number dxtributions to within an estimated error. 

3.1 Some oauses of non-uniform flow 

Xe shall distinguish between the words "nozsle" and "liner": 
"noeele" will be used to denote the shape whioh produocs a theorctioal 
uniform inviscid isentropic irrotational flow, whilst "liner" will refer 
to the actual manufactured article for simulating that flow in practice; 
the w-ordinates of a liner are obtained from the co-ordinates of the 
corresponding nozzle by allowing for the grovsth of the boundary layers 
along the liner and the walls. 

The liners for the 9" x 9" tunnel were obtained by directly waling 
up oorresponding liners designed for anil tested in a 3” x 3” twnel; this 
was possible since the boundary layer oorreotion was assumed to be linear. 
The basic liners vere designed as follovs2,3. The two-dimensional method 
of characteristics was used to draw a nozzle for a Piach number-z, say. 
By suitable scaling to fit the 3" x 3” tunnel and bjj making an appropriate 
allowanoe for the growth of the boundary layer, a liner shape for Maoh 
number z was deduced. 

T&is liner -should not be expected to give a oonstant ~.asuredNaoh 
number M in the working seotion of the 3” x 3” tunnel, since: the method 
of design of the nozzle was only approximate and based on two-dimensional 
theory whereas the sotual flovr 'rias three-dimensional; the applied linear 
boundary layer correction vas unlikely to be correct and, moreover it rms 
applied for one value of Reynolds number cnly whilst the same liner was to 
be used over the full range of He; the manufactured liner vould not conform 
exactly to the shape of the designed liner: the pressure measurements on 
whioh the values of&oh number dcpondcd probably involved sn appreoiable 
measuring error. If the ncasurod Xach number distribution was still 
unsatisfactory when, prcsumabl 

5’3 
allovanoc for the measuring error was 

made, the liner was redesigned. 9 to i~.~provc the distribution as much as 
possible. 

However, some of the unwanted disturbances which were reduced in the 
redesign may have been peculiar to the 3” x 3” tunnel alone. Since the 
flow in the 9" x 9" tunnel probably possesses its own peculiarities, the 
Maoh number distribution produced there by the scaled-up redesigned liner 
may differ from the acoepted one in the 3” x 3” tunnel, and whatever 
conneotions between the liner shape and the measured Xaoh number distribution 
did exist may be lost. Such three-dimensional effects as disturbanoes from 
the win&v junctions and inaccuracies in the top and side walls may be dif- 
ferent in the 9” x 9”-tunnel from the 3” x 3” tunnel and the measuring error 
msy also be different. 

We may therefore infer from this discussion of some of the Causes of 
the non-uniform flow in the working section of the 9" x 9" tunnel that it 
is a hopeless task to try to traae the history of "small"disturbanoes; the 
order of "smallness" is not olear yet, but an idea of it should emerge from 
the oalibration. The lower limit of "smallness" is obviously defined by the 
acowacy of measurement, but there may be small but measurable disturbances 
which may not be traced back even to their physical source (the appropriate 
bump or dent) and oertainly not to their d.es5.g origin. Thus, in parti- 
oular, an attempt to aorrelate the shape of a manufaoturcd liner with the 
measured pressure distribution is unlikely to succeed; only relatively 
large disturbanoes, such as should not occur, will be identifiable. 
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-  The xkalpr0cedu.m in proviting a lu-~er for a given supersonic 
tunnel would be to extract the corresponding nozzle from an accepted 
catalogue of supersonic nozzles covering a large range of 35ch number", 
adapt the size of the nozzle to fit the partLxlar tunnel, apply the 
boundary layer correction to give the co-ordinates of the designedllnorand 
from them construct the basic manufactured leer. This would then be 
tested under the expeded standard i-iorkmng conditions, and a method of 
redesign employed to improve the measured Mach nunbeT d+trlbution, 
although some of the dxsturbances that would be r&&d. might not, in 
fact, be due to faults m the basic liner itself. 

The bearing of this dlscussicn on the present oallbration IS to 
restrict the axm of providing explanations of the results to indicating 
the sources of "comparatively large" histurbances only; we shall try to 
measure what is actually happening in the working section under a given 
set of conditions, without trying to explaiw~ecisely why it happens. 
Nevertheless, the calibration should bring to light Information which 
may be useful in attempting such an explanation in future. 

3.2 Criteria for repeatability of results 

3.21 'Basic variables 

The important variables which define the basic conditions of any 
zest are the nominal Mach number ??, the nominal stagnation pressure 
po, the nominal stagnation temperature To and the &q-ness of the axr 
expressed in terms of the nominal absolute humicljty n. Here, PO is 
measured in inches of mercury, To m 'C, and fl in lb of water content 
per lb of air. (The Reynolds number Re 1s defined by the relation 

where 2 is the'Reynolds-nmber per inch; it 1s shovm in Appendix I 
that for 15 G !60 C 45 and 1.4 6 c 6 I:9 the approximation 

f 

Rc 
d 

= 0.0204 p. (1 - 0.004 y (1 - 0.2 2) x IO6 

is correct to +xo figures.)' Other variables which may have some effects 
are the compressor speed W r.p.m. and the room temperature % Oc. 

Repeatability of results may reasonably be expected only for the 
same valties of each of these basic variables. In the case of the cali- 
bratlon, we are seelang the d;strl&tions of measured Piich number M for 
specified nominal values R, po, To and h ; we must, therefore, 
consider the possible influence on 1~1 of the method of fixing the liner, 
and examine how the measurement and control of the stagnation pressure 
po, the stagnation temperature To an&the absolbte humidity R vary 
with their nomrndi values. 

3.22 Vethod of liner installation 

The nomxnal Mach number B 1s governed by the choice of lmer, 
and it is essential to ensure that each liner is fixed in its correct 
posdion each time It 1s used. The method employed in this calibration 
is to scribe fine lines on the side wall of the tunnel to denote the 

,design posltlons of the throats and the ends of each imer, and to shim 
up the lu~rs where necessary until the desired positions are attained 
* Such a catalogue would be a tremendous asset; a more systematx 
treatment of the problem of nozzle Eaeslgn 1s desrrablel. 
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(see Fig.9). Occasmnal checks on thx simple procedure are sufficient 
to allow for possible shrinkage of the liners; the possible shrinkage 
of the top wall may be allowed for only by a much more complicated 
procedure. 

We may make a quantitative estimte of the error mvolved m an 
inaccurate settlng of a liner by assuming the one-dmenslonal flow 
relation between the throat area and the mrking section area. For an 
error of +0.005" 2.n the position s of the tti.oats and the ends of.the 
liners, th!: corresponding error m. mean free stream Mach number is 
+AN' , Where AM' 1s given in Table I. The analysis is set out in 

TABLE I 

I.4 I.4 0.0028 0.0028 

1.5 1.5 0.0021 0.0021 

1.6 1.6 0.0020 0.0020 

'l.8 'l.8 O.Ool8 O.Ool8 

1.9 
I 

0.0018 / 

Appendix II. Provided that the longitudinal position of the liner~s 
fixed (see Fig.S), the errors in the throat positions are of the oder 
of +O.OOZ" in this method of liner installation, and so the corresponding 
errors inMach number may be taken to be +O.oOl at all Mach numbers. 

3.23 hfeasurement and control of stagnatlon pressure 

The staagnatlon pressure p, is measured by a static hole in the 
wall of the reservoir. We have no Ifflowledge of the variation of total 
head across the reservoir. In evaluatvlg the Mach number at a point in 
the working section from tho pztot pressure there, we assume that the 
total head at the point 1s equal to that measured in the reservoir. 
This is standard practice, and LY necessitated by our inability to 
measure the total head at a point in a supersonic flow or the pitot 
and 'static pressures simultaneously at one point. Estimates of the 
possible loss of total head between the reacrvoir and the working 
section, and the effect of a variation of total head across the reservoir, 
would be useful. 

may be controlled at ahy value between 5" and 45" of mercury 
by bal%cmg the effect of two pumps workmg either as exhausters or 
ocmpressors with the leak into or out of the tunnel, It is easy to keep 
p, constant at atmospheric pressure, but at other values there may be 
considerable difficulty, sLnce rt IS not alvmys possible to adjust the 
leak to atiospherc with sufficient delzcacy to obtain an cxac?; balance, 
even when the compressor speed is constan?;, and sm?~ll fluctuations in 
the ccunpressor speed upset the balance temporarily. 

The variation of p, during a test at PO other than -atiospheric 
is illustrated by a pitot shower traverse at p. = 20 with M = 1.6 . 
Fig.10 shows the variation of p, through the test, (a typical variation 
at atiospheric sta@s.tion would b 20.03 about the mean), and gives the 



distributions of measured Mach number c&r several inches of the working 
section for each tube of the pitot shower. Similar disturbances occur 
at ths same times snd positions for each tube. To analyse these distri- 
butions, let us denore the measured Mach number at the nth tube by 

Then we may write Mn = Mg + (M - M5) = M + 
and. it is shown in Section 3.38 and Appen ix 1 I 2. 9' 
order of accuracy, mn is directly proportional 

measured in inches of water, and is independent of small 

changes of p. of the order of +0.20" of mercury. Hence, any effects 
of changes m p. will be confired to "5 and transmitted to M, 
through M5 . Slnoe no flow disturbances would appear in dll tubes at 
the ssmc tvno and posltlon, we conclude that the slmllar disturbances 
repeated in all the distributions are due to sudden changes in p, . 
The results arc thus invalid. The effects oflthese modcr~to changes in 
PO 

could be climinatcd in the Mach number distributions if p' 
O5 

and PO 

were steady sufficiently long for their simdtaneous values to be clampsd; 
however, this is not possible EIG stagnation pressures other than atmos- 
pherlc. Henceforth, for convenien_ce the phrase "atmospheric stagnation 
pressure" will be abbrctiated by p, = 30 . 

Apart from the influence of small changes, of the order of +0.20" 
of mercury, i'f p, , tvo effects of large changes, of the order OF 5" of 
mercury, in p, are important. 

It may ,be seen from equation (2) that over the range of operating 
conditions, p, has a fic$.nati.ng influenoe on the Reynolds number. 
Thus, a large change m p ~~11 change 
of the boundary layer on &c tunnel ~mlls, 

Ra and alter the thiclaxss 6 
and consequently may affect 

the moan Mach number u the working sectlon. An exemole of these effects 
is pronded by a series of rough tests (performed du&gMay 1950) on 
boundary layer on one side wall at one point in the working section. 
the junction of the contraction with the wocd.cn top and bottom liners 
the steel s1d.e walls is a Joint (AA 111 Pig.2) which at z, > 20 WBS 
sufficient to cause transltlon frmn 19-r to turbulent flow in the 
boundary layer. For lower values of p, It 1~~s possible to mintain 

the 
At 
ard 

a 
laminar boundary layer ~11 downstream 6f the joint, with a consoqent 
thinning of the boundary layer in the Tarking section, although the 
decreased Reynolds number indicated an increase of boundary layer 
tiickness, A graph of 6 , measured by the micrameter pitot tube, 
against p, and Re is shown in Fig.11, and the corresponding states 
of the boundary layer, lndicatcd by the aeo-benzene evaporation technique, 
are shown in Fig.12. It is clear that the change of transition line is 
responsible for the contrary variation of 6 with Re . To eliminate 
the uncertainty caused by a transltlon line which varied mth Reynolds 
number, a length of thin cotton thread was fixed round the end of the 
contraction just upstream of the junction (see Flg.2.) and this was enough 
to cause transition to turbulence there for all values of Re . A graph 
of 6 against p, and Re with the boundary layer ccmpletely turbulent 
dowxstredn of the contraction Junction is given 111 Fig.13. It is suggested 
that some means of fixing the position of transition on the tunnel walls 
should be a feature of all variable density supersonic wind tunnels. 

The second important effect of large reductions of co beluw 
atmospheric is that it becomes possible for wet air to leak into the 
tunnel circuit during operation, vrith a consequent Lncrease in the 
lmmi&lty. It is necessary to regulate the by-pass opening to the driers 
in o_rcler to keep the air sufficiently dry; the n_onnal opening of 1 turn 
at P, = 30 must be increased to I$ turns for p, = 10 , for instance. 
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In view of the inadequacy of the present tunnel equipment to 
guarantee that stagnation pressures other than atmospheric may be 
maintained constant enough for the purposes of the callbratlon, and the 
large field of invcstigatlon which IS opened up by the variation of p, 
through the full range, wo +a11 restrlot the lrmncdlatc scope of ths 
calibration to the oasc of p. = j0 . Strictly, this discussion of 
rcpcatabllity criteria now appllcs only TO thz+s case. The offcot of 
vmintion of 5, through the range 
ls.tcr. 

5 c co C 45 will be considered. 

3.24 Measurement and control of stagnation temperature 

The stagnation temperature To is measured by a remote reading 
mercury thermometer lnstallccl near the wall of the reservoir and just 
downstream of the ooolmg system. 

1s controlled by a water cooler, and by sultable regdation 
ofothe 

TO 
cooling water 1-t IS possible to mamtain T oonstant to vnthin 

+I C at any value of To between 15OC and. 45'C, a? all stagnatIon 
&~ssures, though only for v. > 25 may tlus constant Temperature be 
malntained throu&out a long test. 

Equation (2) shows That +..h_e vzziation of Re through this range 
of q. is small, for consalt p, and M , and we should therefore 
expect little scale effect to be notlccable-in a change of To through 
this rango. However, such J varm.tlon of To may have an important 
effcot on the formation snd strength of condensation shocks. The 
importance of To depends on the value of the humdity, so It is 
preferable to postpone a dlscusslon of ~f;s effects until the control 
and mcasurcmont of the kaunidlty bavc been outlmcd. 

3.25 Measurement and control of humidity 

The humidity R j.s measured by a frost-point hygrometer designed 
for the 9" x 9" tunnel but which should be of use in all supersonic wind 
tunnels4. 

The am in the tunnel is dried by first evacuating the tunnel of 
wet air and then mntroducmg fresh air -qhlch is dried by entering and 
being contrnuously by-passed through two silica gel driers, nbich require 
to bc rcactavatcd after rou&iLy twelve hours running. The by-pass opening 
must be adjusted to compensate for sny ext_ra leaks into the ~unnol at 
PO< 30. The minimum absolute humidity !7 which may be attained at 
B, y 30 1s about 0.0001 lb water per lb air, and the variation of n 
during a test is of the siune order, except when the driers require 
reactivation. 

With air which is too vlet, for a given To , condenslation shocks 
may form in or upstream of the working section. Criteria for the 
avoidance of condensation shocks in the 9" x 9" tunnel have been deduced 
from a series of tests on hurnldity effects pcrformcd as part of this 
calibration and the work is of sufficient merit to vmrrant publication 5 
scparatc from t2lls IFaIn account of the prcllminary mvestlgations. The 
results which are of particular interns?; in ensuring a rcpeatablc cali- 
bratlon at p. = 30 are prescntcd hcrc m-Fig.14, which shows the 
corresponding critical values of maxznum R snd. mlnjmum_T, for the 
prevention of condensation shocks for the full range of M . It may be 
seen that with To = 35 , say, there should-be no difficulty in preventing 
the occurrence of condensation shocks for M = 1.4, 1.5 and-1.6, but that 
it may be difficult to avoid humdity effects entirely at M = 1.8 ad 
1.9. 
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The effects of the presence of condensstion shocks are illustrated 
by four separax pltor; shower traverses. In gig.15 are @ttod the 
distributions of measured M a and m&for M=l.6, p,=30 and 
Positzon I (see +g.5), m 0 0 case w n the presence of condensation 
shocks was suspect& and one where the flw was free from condensation 
shocks; tnerc is little agrocmcnt bctvrcen the disixxbutions of M5 and 
mn; no attempt llas been made to trace in detail the condensation effeots. 
In Pig.16 a_re plot-cud the distnbutlons of measured M5 and mn for 
M = 1.5 , p. = j0 and Pcsltion II, under apparently ulentical conditions 
free from condensation shocks; the agreement is remarkable. 

3.26 Influence of other variables 

There appear TO be no other variables w&h have si.gn-Lficant effects 
on the flow In the working secr;xon. The variatmn of compressor speed W 
about t$ sppropnatc mcen alters p. temporarily and may also affeot 
n *t PO < 30 , buz since the lnstallatlon of an autonwtic speed control 
(August 1951) whuh keeps- w constant to withm ~50 in 4000 r.p.m., its 
effect 1s ntigligible at p. = 30- Ed mmlll, though possibly not 
ncgliglblc, at other values of p. . 
the room tcmpcm-cure 

Changes of the order of +2'C in 
TR arc likely to have llttlc Influence, though wiz 

hvc no knowlcdgc of the cffccix of heat transfer through the side walls 
of the tunnel; vrhcnever an absolute prcssurc is stated, it js given 
corrected to TR = 15 for mcasurcmcnt on mercury-in-glass-on-bmss. 

It v.%ll help to clarrfy the general trend of the argument to 
sunnnarise the important pout; of this section. 

Before deflning a procedure for performing an experiment so that 
We may have confidence m the results, lt is necessary to fix the @sic 
condlt;ons under whxh the test 1s to bc made, that is to specify M , 
i? , To 
:&ber M 

and R , and to know how accurately the actual values of Mach 
stagnation prcssurc 

absolute h&idity 
p stawtlon temperature To and 

n may Ix! contr%cd under these conditions. To 
dcfuc t!lc lxx&s of variation of M throughout the empty working 
section is the purpose of the calibration, and requires knowledge of 
the limits of control of 'p, , To and R . 

n depends on 'the choice of Liner, which must be fixed in the same 
posltlon for each zest. The method of liner installation employed here 
ensures that the error III liner positlon is of the order of +O.OOZ", 
which corresponds 1;o a variation of mean Mach number of about +O.OOl 
for all M . 

The present equipment of the tunnel does not enable p, to be 
controlled-with auf'flcicnt prucision except; at the prevalllng atznospherio 
pressure p. = 30 . Consequently, vrc shall restrict our inmedlatc 
attcntlon to the cast of i;, = 30 , whzrc the variations in ,po are 
small, of zhc order of 0.03" of mercury, and arc slow enough for p, 
to be measured lclsure_ly. 
of 5" of mercury, 2.n p, 

The effectq,of large variations, of the order 
will'be cdnsidercd later ticn the tunnel has 

becn calibrated aatlsfactorily under the 
with i;, = 30 . 

svnplcr conditions associatcd 
Tw such effects w?uch may be noted now are the 

variation of the transition lines on the tunnel walls unless translr;ion 
1s forced to take place somewhere well upstream of the working section, 
and the possibliity of increases 111 n sue Go leakago of wet air into 
the tunnel at p, < 30 . 
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At ;, = 30 , To may be controlled to within 21% for 15 S To C 45 
for a lengt& of time depending on To andwhichis of t&e order of two 
hours_for To 3 25. The minimum attalnable value of S? is about 0.0001 
at P 

? 
= 30 , end the variation of fl during a test is of the asme order, 

excep tien the driers are in noed of re_activation. It is vital for the 
repeatability of results that To and. R should lie within the critical 
values govcr$ng the formation of condensation shocks at the test values 
of M ana PO. 

The effects of changes of the order of 90 in 4000 r.p.m. in tie 
ompressor speed w ana_ slight variations of 22'C in the roan temperature 
TR , are neglected at p, = 30 . 

We should now expect repeatability of the_ results of any-tests 
performed under tho same basic oonaitions of M , p. = 30 , To and 5 
which conform with the derived criteria; the closeness of the repeatability 
will clearly depend on the amount of cart taken in the tests. 

3.3 Technique for detailed calibration at atmospheria stazznation 
pressure 

We shall now discuss the technique for obtaining Mach number 
distributions in the empty v,orlang section at atiospheric stagne.tion 
pressure, paying particular attention to the relative merits of pitot 
and static tubes*. It 1s likely that most of the discussion till apply 
to pressure traverses at other stagnation pressures. We do not expeat 
to be able to account for "small" variations in Mach number, but 
"comparatively large " disturbances should easily be traced. The present 
task is to decide the technique which will restrict the "small" variations 
we cannot measure to the estimated minimum. 

3.31 Some sources of error 

In addition to r;he effect of slight changes in the baszc conditions 
(basic error), errors might arise from the dimensions of the pitot and 
static showers (instrument error), from inaccuracies in setting the 
positions 13 The shavers (position error), and from the errors in 
measuring the pressures when applied in the Mach number formulae 
(measuring error), 

We shall clistingdsh three dues a? the Nach number-at adoint 
under the seme basic conditions at a nominal Mach number N : N , the 
mes.nNach number throughout any number of runs; N' , the actualNX?h 
number in oneparticular run; M , the measured value of M' in one 
particular run, the total head being nssumcd cons&ant between the 
reservoir and the work5ng section. AlA vducs of ,N fo_r scvcral 
d&din& ?zns should be z-dazed with N by /ld - Ml CAN , sa where 
AN is to be ke t as lowas possible. The difference bemen 

ii 
Pana Mb 

expresses by ) -Ml\ c A?J6' is due to the basic error. The difference' 
between tit and hl expxd3. by (Ml - Nl c AM is due to the com- 
bination of the inst&ment position end measuring'errors. It is clear 
t&at the lowest value of & we may take is given by A% =AN' t AM . 

3.32 Basic error 

The only_contribution to the basis error at p' - 30 is the 
variation of N caused by inaccuracies in the meti c8 if liner fixing, 
since wa can show that the variations of p, , To , fl and W are 
negligible. 

+ This section provides the justification for using only a pitot 
shower in the calibration. 
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We consider ?;he Mach number to be xdlcative of ihe flow at any 
point, and provided the stagnation pressure po and the corresponding 
p1r;ot pressure p:, and static pressure p are measured sjmultaneously, 
the calculated Mach numbez should be xvdependent of the snail fluctuations 
in p, duringamnat p, = 33. 

Variations of T of the order of I’C are unlikely to affect the 
pressure measurements $-ovided they do not cause the onset of condensation 
shocks. 

PJo callbratlon tests will be performed under conditions where 
conclcnsatlon shocks are likely to appear bcforc the end of the test 
&cause the driers require rcactlvation, _thou& it may be difficult to 
avoid oondcnsation shocks altogczhcr at M > 1.8. The effects of 
small changes of the or&r of 0.0001 m R below the crltical value 
arc ne,&;Iglble. 

Small variations 0-f W are related with those of p, end n, 
but have no effect at p. = 30 if corresponding pressures are measured 
simultaneously. 

Hence, the bas~.c error CADI' IS-&X solely to the error in liner 
posl?;ion and is about +O.OOl f'i;r all M . 

3.33 Instrument error 

Same recent systcm~tic Zests 627 on the mfluence of shape and size 
on tie readings of pitot tubes at E = 1.6 and 1.8 and on static tubes 
at M = 1.6 xnticate eat the rea&ng of a'pitot,tubs is inde endent of 
the raT;x.o of lntcrnal 70 external diameter of it lies between z and l/16, P 
and that the reading of a static tube 1s xndcpendent of the nose shape 
and of ?;he position of the statx bolos if the holes arc more tti ten 
diamctcrs bchxnd the shoulder of the noss and provided that the boundary 
layer does not thicken vndxn one or twa diameters belund the holes. It 
is therefore possible to design pltot and static showers so that each 
tune reads the true pltot or stat10 pres~~~re et its posltlon. Since the 
tubes m the pitot shower jlescrlbed in Section 2.21, whxh have an 
in-cernal fjo external alameter rat.10 of 3, give the same readings as 
r;ubes of internal to external dlemeter rctxo of 3, we conclude that * 
may lxive faith In their reaillngs. The Instrument error of the pitot 
showx- may thercforc be taken as zero. 

3.34 Position error 

The points where pressures are to be measured are defined nominally, 
and for the calibration to be Fxac'G the pressure holes should be placed 
precisely at those points snd tith the tub& pointing directly upstream. 
There arc thus two possible sources of error hem m an actual test: the 
pressure holes may not be placed precxdy at thclr nominal positions, 
and the tubes may be yawed vritii respect to the direction of flow or may 
bc vibrating when the pressure is measured. 

The error due to the inaccurate position of the tubes till be 
smdl in regions where~the flow 13 approximately uniform, and tiere 
large disturbances of the flow do occur the effect of a slight error 
in position vnll be obvious and the error in measured Mach number thus 
accounted for. Howcvcr, to eliminate the ncccssity to correct for 
inaccuracies m positron, it is bcttcr to take care to note the true 
positions of the tubes. 



An idea of the error due to yaw NBS given by some tests on the 
pressures recorded by yawed p r;ot and static tubes, whloh showed, in 
agreemsnt with previous tests i; ,7, that for angles of yaw up to lz" the 
effect on the reading of a pitot tube was negllglble, vJhilst she effect 
at an angle of yaw of a0 on the reading of a static tube at M = I .6 was 
as much as 0.20" of mercury. When tubes are vibrating slightly during 
the mcasurcmcnt of pressures, it I.S assumed that the stcadincss of the 
readings on the water mancmetcrs lndxates that the tubes are, in fact, 
recording the mean prcssurcs at the appropriate pomts. 

We may therefore take the position error of a pitot tube to be 
zero, but the posltion error tie to a xaw of 8' on a static tube is of 
the order of 0.020 in Mach number at Iii = 1.6 . 

3.35 Measuring error 

When absolute pltot end static and stagnation pressures may be 
measured to wii3G.n +O.OZU of mercury, which would be the case in thi$ 
calibratlonl It follows8 that the measuring errors LAM to be expected 
in M at p. = 30 are of the order given by Table II. Thus the measuring 
error-in using statx pressures is about l&f that in using pitot pressures 
for M = I.4 and 1.5 , whilst for M 5 I.6 there is nothlng to choose 
between them. 

TABLE11 

ii AM AM 
using pltots using statics 

1.4 0.005 0.002 

1.5 0.004 0.002 

1.6 0.003 0.002 

1.8 0.003 0.003 

1.9 0.003 0.003 

These estimated errors apply to measurements of absolute Mach numLxr 
PfiY. However, in using the plto?; shower, the Xach numbers Mn may be 
written Mn = M5 + mn , and the above errors will apply to M 
mn may be evaluated simply and with a muCh smaller error. TiZ 

only ard 

differences (p' - 
pressure 

On 
pb5) may be measured to within +0.05" of water, and it 

is shown in Appendix III that pressure differences (pi - p' 
O5 

) of the 
n 

order <&I' water may be converted LntoMach number differences II+, to 
withn +O.OOl by multlplylng by a constant factor K for each nominal 
Mach nuiiiger and stagnatIon pressure. For p, = 30 , the variation of 
K with M 1s given m Table III. 



TABLJZ III 

1.8 -0.0055 

I.? -0.0053 

3.36 Cmpanson of merits of pItot and static tubes 

The basic error is the same for both pitot and static tubes, and 
the mstrument error of well-designed tubes is zero for both. However, 
the position error is much less for a pitot tube than a static tube 
because of the latter's greater susceptibility to yaw, and the order 
of the position error for a static tubs is so large as to swamp the 
advantages of using a static tube at Ei = 1.4 and 1.5, where the measuring 
error for a statac is about half that for a pitot. since we have no 
measurements of flo-ti diirection, and it is difficult to maintain each 
separate tube of a static shower absolutely rigid, it is clear that 
pitot pressure measurcmcnts should provide the better basis for-calculating 
Mach numbers - certainly for N 2 1.6 , and probably also for M = 1.4 
and 1.5. Conscqucntly, the calibration 2s confined to the measurement 
of pitot pressures alone at all values of M . It may be possible in 
the future to make a sufficiently sturdy static shower which combined 
mth measurements of the flow direction ~~11 provide results for can- 
parison yath those obtained by using the pitot shoWcr. 

Vrc distinguish three values of the Mach number-at a_pomt under 
the same basic conditions at a nominal Mach number M : M , the mean 
Mach number throughout any number of runs; M' , the actual Mach number 
in one particular run; Id , the measured value of M' in one particular 
run, the total head being assumed constanc between the reservoir and the 
working scotio_n. All valxs of M for scvc~al distinct runs should bc 
related with M by \M -M 1 6A% , where AM is to bo kept as low as 
possible . 

The difference +AM' bet\aen % and M' is due to lack of 
exact control over the-basic conditions. We consider that at 5, = 30 
the only variataon in basic conditions likely to contribute to AM' is 
the @accuracy in the fixing of the liner; this gives AM' = 0.001 for 
all M . 

The difference + AM betWeen M' and M for a Well-designed - 
instrument, is due to The errors in setting the iositions of the pressure 
tubes and those inherent in the formulae from v&ich the Mach nnn&~ is 
deduced, For a pitot tuba, the position error is negligible and the only 
_oontribution to AM iz the measuring error which varies from 0.005 at 
M = 1.4 to 0.003 at Me= I.9 . For a static tube, the position error 
due to a yaw of 8' at M = 1.6 is about 0.020 in Mach number, vfrmlst 



the measuring error varies from 0.002 at c = 1.4 to 0.003 at c = 1.9. 
Thus the large position error of a Etatic tube far outweighs the aclvantags 
of its smaller measuring error at M = 1.4 and 1.5, and for this reason 
the calibration is confined to the measurement of pressures with a pitot 
shower. Comparable measurements with a reliable static shower would be 
useful. 

The total error +A$ between M and % IS given by A%=AM'+AM, 
and for an error of 20.52" of-mercury in the readings sf absolute piTot 
and sta63xation pressures at P = 30 -the value of AM for a pitot tube 
is given by Table IV. Althou& this kdmum error in measuring an absolute 

TULE IV 

value of Mach number 1s rather large, especially at % = 1.4 , the error 
in measuring Mach number differences m,., by the pito_ shower is much 
smaller, being sunply 0.001 + 0.001 = 0.002 for a.11 M . Ths, the 
correspondence be-en two ~zuls under the same basic conditions shnild 
be best illustrated. by the Fkstributlons of % , though the distributions 
of q provide a clearer p~oture of the flow III the working sectlcn. 

Strictly, r;he above error analysis applies only to the case of 
go = 30 , but could be modified to apply equally well at all values of 
P, if p. could be controlled With enough precision. 

The size of the total error + A$ between M and M" , given in 
,Table IV, is an estimar;c of the mi&um "smallness" of the disturbances 

j we can expect to measure vnth The pitot shoWer. 

4 Conclusions 

The original aims of the calibration were TO establish criteria for 
ensuring repeatability of resulix ?;o wir;hin a star;edaocuracy under the 
same basic conditions, and to provide detalled illustrations of the flow 
in The working section in the form of Mach number rlistributlons along 
several rcprcsentatlvc lines, for the full working ranges of nomlns.1 
Mach number and Reynolds number, giving explanations whcrcver possible. 
However, the preliminary mvestigatlons described in this report show 
that such ambitious aims nnxt be somewhat curtailed. 

0 The important features of the investigations may be briefly 
summarised. 
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(1) Because of the large number of causes vrhzchmay contribute to the 
non-unlf'ommty of the flov in the empty working section, ati the 
difficulties mvolvcc! in obtaining a&urate measurements of the 
flow, 1.t 1s mposs-iblc to measure and trace the history of dis- 
turbances of t'ic order of 0.005 in Mach number. 

(2) Repeatablllty of results in any >est gay on&y rcason_ably be 
expected if the nomznel values M , PO > TO and n of the 
Mach number M , stegnatior prcssurc p. , stagnationtemperature 
T and absolute hum>dity R arc chosen to conform with established 
c%teria, and of' the limits of control of M , p, , To and fl 
at thcsc nominal v5lucs arc: known. 

The value of % is defined by the choice of liner, and the 
present method of liner installa$on intrcduccs an error of the 
order of +O.OOl in M for'all M . 

The present equipment of the tunnel does not enable p. to 
be controlled with sufficient prec&sion except at the prevailing 
atmospheric prcssurc, denoted by p. = 30 . Accordingly, the 
-@mudiatc scope of the calibration IS restricted to the case 
P - 30 where the variations in p. are slow and of the order 
02 iO.03:' of mercury. The effects of large variations, of the 
0rdE of 5" of mcmxry, in So will bc considered later. Two 
such cffccts which may be noted now are the variation of transition 
to turbulence in the boundary layers on the tunnel :mlls and the 
possibility of Lncreases in O due to,leakage of wet air into 
the tunnel at p. < 30 ; it is suggested that some means of fixing 
the position of transition on the ~;unncl vmlls should be a permanent 
feature of all variable density supersonic bind. tunnels. 

-At p. = 30 , To may be control_led to within fl°C for 
15 4 To6 45 for a-tune depending on To and which IS about e 
hours Or IiiOX for T, 3 25 . The minimum attainable value of fl 
is about 0.0001 at p. = 30 , and the variation of 0 during a 
test i:: of the order of 0.0001 except when the driers are in need 
of reactivation. It is vital that the values of F and ii should 
conform to the criteria govern&ng the _formation of %ndensation 
shocks at the test values of M and p, . 

The effects of changes of the order of +50 in 4000 r.p.m. in 
the compressor speed w , and slight-variations of +2'C in the rocnn 
temperature TR ' are neglected at p, = 30 . 

(3) The accuracy of an indrvidual test under correct basic conditions 
depends on the care with which it is performed. The estimated 
errors in obtaining _thc Mach number distributions throu&out the 
worlang scktlon at p 
in conJunction with tf;le 

= 30 withpitot or static pressures used 
stagnation pressure show that the much 

greater susceptibility of static tubes to yaw outweighs their 
advantage in having snaller measuring errors at El = 1.4 and 1.5. 
Consequently, the calibration is confined to the measurement of 
pitot 

5 
ressurcs throughout the working section at p', = 30 for 

1.46 h' Cl.9 * The USC of static tubes may be mnvcs~igated 
later. The total error be-tween the mean Mach numbor M at a 
point and the value &I measured by-a pitot tube varies between 
+0.006 at M = 1.4 and +0.004 at M = 1.9 . 
Shower to measure prcssu?es 

By using a pitot 
at nine synrmetrioal points simul- 

taneously, differences inMach number between the outer tubes 
and the central tube may & measured $0 within an error of about 
+0.002 at all values of M and for p, = 30 . 
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Thus the results of the preliminary investigations restrict the 
inmediate scope of the calibration to the measurement of Mach number 
distributions, deduced from pitot pressures, throughout the working 
section at atmospheric stagnation pressure, with explanations of the 
causes of Mach number variations >0.005 from the mean (this estimate 
may turn out to be rather pessimistic). More investigations are required 
to decide the possibilities of an accurate calibration at various stagS+ 
tion pressures a.nd the use of static tubes. 

The Mach number distributions throughout the Working seotlon at 
atmospheric stagnation pressure and for the full working range of naninal 
Mach numbers, under conditions free from condensation shocks, will be 
presented in Part II of this report. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

"h : Mach number difference (see below) 

P : static pressure 

PO . : stapation pressure 

PA : pitot pressure 

M : Mach nuinber 

RB : Reynolds number 

To : stagnatIon temperature 

TR : room temperature 

6 : boundary layer thickness 

w : compressor speed 

A : denotes "absolute error in ..,.' 

R : absolute humdity 

Superscripts I 

: denotes nominal value 

n? : nominal value of Mach number; define&by liner 

iI : mean value of Kach number at a given point m the empty 
worhng section over any number of tests 

M' : actual value of.Mach number at a given point in the 
empty working section in one particular test 

M : measured value of Mach number at a given point in the 
empty Working section in one partxular test 

Subscripts 

n : number of tube in pitot shower 

(1 4 n 6 9) 
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I 

APPENDIX I 

An approxunate formula for Reynolds number 

Re 
fOZlll 

The Reynolds number per foot, T , may be expressed exactly m the 

*e= P, 
TO 

is the stagnation pressure in lb per sq ft, M the Mach number, 
the stagation temperature in cK , p, the coefficient of viscosity 

at tcmperaturc To given by 

I-‘0 
= 0.0309 0 -6 

x 10 
To + 120 

(2) 

and Y 1s the ratio of' the specifkc heats and R 1s the gas constant for 
unit mass of the gas. Taking Y = 1.4 and R = 3092 ft2 per sec2 per 'C 
for air, this may be mtten 

Re 
-=4&6r, d 

Vnerenmv p, is expressed in Inches of mercury. 

To find an approximation to*thls complicated formula for 
1.46 M 6 I.9 and 283 < To4 323 , let us write 

M = 1.65(l+m) , 1 ml 6 s = 0.152 , 

To = 303 (1 + to) , ) toi 6 jg = 0.0660 . 

Since m2 6 0.0231 = O(to) , we shall retain terms O(m2) in the 
Re initial expansion of -;i- in puNers of m and t 0 * We have 

To + 120 

6 
= 0.00461 (I 7 I.284 to) + o(g) , 

I+ 
24~~ 

To + 120 
= 1.154 (I + 0.267 m - 0.0962 to + 0.133 m2) + O(m to), 

5 
2-27 

M(l+O.ZM ) = 0.55G (I - 0.763 m - 0.469 m2) + O(m3) . 



Hence 

Re 
-T = 0.1&p, (1 - 0.496 m - 1.38 to - 0.540 m', + O(m to) 

We see now tit the term containing m2 is in fact much smaller than 
the ten containing to , so we shall take the simpler approximation 

,Re 
x = O.lUtp, (1 - 0.496 m - 1.38 to) + Oh2) 

whichmay also be written in the form 

Re 
T = 0.144 pc (1 - 0.496 m) (I - 1.38 to) t O(m2) 

In terms of M and Tc inre then have the approximation 

Re 
Yi- = 0.513 pc (I - 0.201 M) (1 - 0.00191 Tc) (4) 

If we now revert to the notation of the main text and let the 
superscript - denote the nominal dues of p and 
further if Tc is expressed in 'C, then the ex% f!sz (T~,&cmes 

and the approximation to it may be written 

2 = 0.0204 GC (I - 0.004 To) (I - 0.2 ii) x IO6 

which should give the value of % correct to two significant figures. 
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AmEND1x II 

The error induced by inaccurate liner position 

We may get an idea of the error Involved 3.n the fixing of a liner 
by assuming the one-dimensional theory relation 

to hold between the meanMach number g and the areas A* and A at the 
throat and working section respectively. Neglecting the difference between 
the boundary layers at the throat and the working scotzon, we may write 
A=Yh, A* = 9h'H so crlat 

A h p=g=x, say, = 6 -3. 53il-' (I + 0.2 i?2)3 (2) 

If h-and h* are subject to errors + Ah and + Ah* respectively, 
then M 1s subject to an error .t AM' , in the notation of the main 
text, given by 

dh -5;= 
tm 

53 . 6-3 . ic2 (1 + 0.2 i+; (iI2 - 1) 

If we put Ah - a Ah* and h = 9" , then 

AM' = 63 5-3 G2 (1 + 0.2 G2) 
-2 

(z2 - 1) 
-1 a 

5' 
a c h) Ah* (3) 

Smc_e h 1s a function of M" . we may tabulate AM' for va~lous values 
of G,_ a an3 Ah* . Table'h gives the values of AN' 
1.4~ M c 1.9 , a = 0 , I , 2 and Ah* = 0.01". 

G 

1.4 

1.5 
1.6 
I.7 
1.8 

I.9 

a=0 

0.0030 

0.0023 

0.0022 

0.0021 

0.0021 

0.0022 

AM' 

a = 1 a=2 

0.0056 0.0083 

o.oolf.2 0.0061 

0.0039’ 0.0056 

0. ao37 0.0053 

0.0036 0.0051 

0.0036 0.0050 

for 
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APPmIx III --- 

TIE oonver~~~n of pressure differences to Mach 
number differences 

We have used. water inanometers to measure the difference between 
the pitot pressure p' 

On 
at the nth tute ati the pitot pressure p' 

at the corresponding pomt on the tunnel centre-lid. 
deduce the difference of the corresponding Mach numbers 
directly from (p' 

On 
- p' 

Pb 
O5 

) without evaluating each 

values of -E and 
Pb, 

PO 
- ) lvJIK?re po is the stagnation pressure. 
P 0 

t5 = Fbf5) , 
, 

and wB write the inverses of these relations as 

Mn = f(tn) , 

NOW 

M5 = fb5) , 

pd 
tn = nz 5. @An - PA,, E 

PC ~ PO PO 
= t5+< 

where en = (pb is the quantity w3 measure in inches of water. 
n 

E 
Since $ -AS Fall compare+ with t5 we may expand f'(t,) by Taylor's 

theorem~&$ obtain 
- 'dr I 

f"b5)+. . . . 

.L E-it-’ 



. 

If we further write 

t5 
= t + 6t5 , f(i) = 2 , 

PO =Po+6po , 

‘-where 6 denotes the variation of a quantity fram its ~cminal value 
(6 is not an error), and if we 8sowme that 6p, and PO 6t5 are of 
the same order as ~~ , then we have 

e2 e3 
m n 1 k,.2+ 5 ,.,+o; 

0 
( > 

PO 0 

where 

k, = 

k2= 

If we choose En c 

f" (t) 6PO - E. P('t) 
n 

. 

. 

LO.3 inches of mercury, then for atrnospherio 
e_ . 

stagnation pressure so = 30 inches of mercury we have & C+O.Ol , 

e2 PO 
e 

so that $ = 0(0.0001). Hence, unless k2 = O(lO) , then k., . $ 

*ll give"% correct to O(O.001). 
PO 

In fact lrc is O(10) mly for 
M C 1 .l+ or 6p. < -1.0 ,- so tlxat we may in other cases write 

and expect this ap~oximation to give us mn correct to +O.OOl. . 

The wlue E, I&0.3” meroury corresponas to En = +4" water 
which is a considerable difference of pressure for sn empty wrldng 
section, and hence the simple procedure of multiplying the pressure 

differences en = p' - p' kl 
On 

by a constant 
O5 - 

K = 'i- , which depends 
PO 

only on the nominal Mach numbor M and the nominal stagnation pressure 
i;, , to give the oorresponding Mach number differences s I Mn - M 
will be applied t&roughout the calibration. In the cases where it 2 s 
not valid, near M = 1.4 , for i;, - go > 1.0" meroury end for 
IP' - p’ ) > 0.3” mercury, say, at p = 30 the error xi.11 still 
b8%allo5though >+O.OOl and in the Patter &we will be entirely 
insignif&ant since-the &sturbance causing the large pressure dif'ferenoe 
will be so large as to be obvi0udy artificial and easily traced. 
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To sumarise the results of this Appendix, we state that we shall 
calculate the dlffcrence s between the Mach numbers at a point on 
the nth lmc of traverse ati the corrcspond~ng point on the centre-line 
from the formula 

whom K 1s given in Table B as a fmctlon of l? for atmospheric 
stagnation pressure, and En is the tifference between the pitot 
pressures at those pomnts, measured IX inches of water. Since the error 
in measuring en 13 of the order of 
will be correct to vtithln +G.CIOl unless 

water, then the value of s 
< I.4 or p < 29" mercury, 

vfhen the error 111 
% when the error Trill 

lnli still be O(O.OOl), or unless lsnl > 4" water, 
insigndioant compared vnth mn . 

TABLEB -- 
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